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Free Market Road Show 2021
Ways out of the Gridlock
When we started the planing for the Free Market Road Show 2021,
the COVID pandemic was still a major issue and governments all
over Europe imposed lockdowns over their citizens. As it became
clear that events as usual would still not be possible, we stayed
online.

Date: April 12th - October 11th, 2021
Online: 91 webinars and
Keynotes streamed on Youtube
and Facebook
Live: Zurich and London

91 webinars and key notes have been recorded and can be accessed:

www.fmrs.digital
To make the second online edition even more attractive, we
switched to a new broadcasting software and asked our FMRS
Family to record short clips to introduce their think tanks and
universities. Then we asked prominent libertarians to record
keynotes about issues stemming from the current COVID
pandemic, be it educational, economical, or political. The response
was fantastic, we received more than 50 key notes.
Even though vaccines were available, the pandemic continued to be
a major disruptor of economies, of business and of our daily lives.
Governments imposed new lockdowns, and cut peoples’ freedom.
During this Road Show, our experts concentrated on unintended
consequences of regulation; they discussed the problems of closed
schools, closed businesses; they criticized the growing debt due to
prolonged help packages.
Our goal was to encourage a real debate that can hinder governments
from leading our societies back to the Middle Ages by ruining our
economies, breaking supply chains and implementing regulations.
What we need is public awareness of the sensitivity of individual
and entrepreneurial freedom and civil rights. We need to bring
attention to the consequences of financial support and loss of
austerity. While we are taken care of, at some point the bill has to
be paid – in one way or other.
“At all costs” was the approach responding to the pandemic of
most governments. We all know and feel the results. But other than
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complaining and identifying scapegoats, the Free Market Road
Show discusses Ways Out of the Gridlock. We turn our attention
to the sensitivity of individual and entrepreneurial freedom and
civil rights and how these are the foundations of recovery.
Still in an online mode, the FMRS “tours” all over Europe, pays
visits to the Balkans, and the Caucasus, and features prominent
keynote speakers from all over the world. About 100 leading
think-tanks and universities are involved, leading business people,
outstanding scholars, policy experts, and journalists discuss openly
the many aspects of the crisis.
Recent developments in Europe have seen a rise in populism,
government size, nationalism, and state intervention. Policies
proven to be ineffective and immoral are making a comeback in
a general sense of malaise that the problems of our time can be
addressed only by state action.
It is a pessimistic and defeatist worldview that seeks society’s
salvation by assaulting private property, individual freedom, and
free markets. In other words, an assault on the capitalist order.
The FMRS 2021 opens different views and will encourage
discussion in the spirit of freedom and innovation that leads to
progress and prosperity.
The 2021 Digital Free Market Road Show laid open the misled
policies that slowed down economic growth, but did not help
public health care. We do not want to stop living to stay alive.
What we need, is a quick way back to normal, reopen businesses,
allow uninterrupted school, and the end of fear mongering.
Measures to fight COVID have led to a crisis composed of a
bundle of economic, social, and health issues, mixed with a new
understanding of governance. Individual and entrepreneurial
rights have been eroded, nationalistic and paternalistic approaches
to business, trade and production ‑ not least of medical supplies –
were all of a sudden acceptable. While the progress in vaccination
campaigns bear great hope, there are still many aspects and
consequences of the pandemic that need to be discussed and
solved.
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Free Market Road Show in Vienna
This year, the AEC and the Hayek Institute hosted three Road
Show events in Vienna, discussing market economy, tax policies
during the Corona pandemic, and health care policies.
The keynote speaker of our first event, Gunnar Hökmark,
emphasized the importance of market economy, which has
reduced poverty and enabled more people than ever before to
live in prosperity. The panel after the keynote continued with the
geopolitical implications. Gerald Loacker mentioned China and
its state capitalism. Even in Europe the state is made responsible
for many areas in peoples’ lives. Consequently, there is a growing
influence of those who want more state. Gerald Gerstbauer took
the keyword Corona and observed that the virus changed the world
dramatically. The change in our work life is not reflected in our
social institutions. Per Bylund referred to Hökmark’s speech about
market economy having outdone the promise of central planning.
How did we get where we are today?

Dates: April 12th and 21st, June
2nd, 2021
Links: https://youtu.be/
xzGJJtshVJU
https://youtu.be/NBfXxgMpMVI
https://youtu.be/tWXchmCZzSg

The second event was held in German and focused on tax issues.
Michael Jäger summarized the most pressing tax issues of the
pandemic period. Especially in the wake of the corona crisis,
market mechanisms such as free markets and entrepreneurial
freedom are being curtailed, while dangerous issues such as tax
harmonization are being discussed. Oliver Ginthör, the President
of the Austrian Taxpayers’ Association, said that it is extremely
important that taxes remain affordable, fair and simple. Martin
Gundinger agreed with Michael Jäger that domestic companies
had hardly any equity capital. During the crisis, they needed help,
which now will cost them dearly. Gunther Reimoser, did not fear
a tax increase.
Per Bylund summarized the most pressing health issues of the
pandemic and lockdown period. But other things matter too, and
still have been excluded from the decision making. Wolfgang
Wein stated that the situation was difficult, even the experts had to
learn how the virus was spreading. Edith Kollermann emphasized
a politician’s duty to keep the country running no matter how
unknown the upcoming challenges are, e.g. climate change, global
migration, demographic changes.
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Date: May 12th ‑ June 30th, 2021
Link: https://www.youtube.com/
playlist?list=PLDmvNdYLd2
eQqbmFuwZrFd1kBLx7VDx2F

European Resource Bank Meeting
18th anniversary
online | Rome, Italy
Due to the ongoing COVID-19 crisis, we decided to stay online
with the European Resource Bank Meeting. We are longing to
meet our partners in person, but as safety goes first, we continue
our online campaign for the time being. Last year’s topic
Disruptive Innovation proved to be farsighted, as COVID-19 and
the measures against it disrupted our societies, our health care,
our economies. These disruptions made innovations possible and
necessary that changed our everyday lives.
The logical consequence is to look for Ways out of the Gridlock.
And that is, where think tanks come in. The ERB has again teamed
up with Competere in Rome. Last year, we started a series of
webinars on the economic, social, and political consequences of
COVID-19 and the restrictions governments worldwide put on
their countries. This year, we focus on economic recovery and the
return of our individual freedom, which seems in jeopardy more
than ever.

All recordings are on our ERB webpage:
www.europeanresourcebank.org
Dragons’ Den Competition, May 12th, 2021
This year we could again offer our traditional competition, thanks
to our sponsor Global Philantrophic Trust, who was more generous
than ever. We received many great projects and it was difficult to
choose the best for the live presentation.
Thanks to our Dragon Jury:
• Yaron Brook, Ayn Rand Institute
• Michael Jäger, Taxpayers Association of Europe, European
Economic Senate
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•
•
•

Krassen Stanchev, Sofia University
Marco Weber, Forum Futur
Susanne Ydstedt, Scantech Strategy Advisors

We proudly present the winners of the
Dragons’ Den Competition 2021:
•
•
•

1st place: Francisco Zalles Martínez and Danilo Vélez, Instituto
Ecuatoriano de Economía Política (IEEP), IdeasLAB 2021
2nd place: Ilija Franeta, The Global Communication Network,
Decentralised Future Programme
3rd place: Mirela Lucia Pascu, ARPO Association – EGOIST
SRL Publishing House, The #EuGandesc (#IThink) Project

May 27th, 2021
Yaron Brook gave a talk on The Great Reset and the Consequences.
Then, the panelists discussed The New World Order after COVID-19.
• Chair: Pietro Paganini, Competere
• John Charalambakis, Blacksummit Financial Group Inc.
• Nicola Ilić, University of Belgrade Faculty of Law
• Susanne Ydstedt, Scantech Strategy Advisors

June 23rd, 2021
On the second event of the ERB, our experts discussed the hot
topic The Abolition of Tax Competition
• Chair: Giacomo Bandini, Competere
• Michael Jäger, European Economic Senate, Taxpayers
Association of Europe
• Daniel Mitchell, Center for Freedom and Prosperity
• Krassen Stanchev, Sofia University
• Anders Ydstedt, Scantech Strategy Advisors, Svensk Tidskrift

June 30th, 2021
On the third event we asked: Global Minimum Tax – A Good Idea?
• Chair: Pieter Cleppe, Brussels Report
• Andreas Hellmann, Americans for Tax Reform
• Barbara Kolm, Austrian Economics Center
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Date: July 8th, 2021
Location: Twitter Spaces

On- and Offline Events
Round Table
«G20: Cartelizing Tax Hells?»
Grover Norquist (USA), the President of ATR, Martín Litwak
(ARG), a Wealth Structuring Expert, and Pieter Cleppe (BEL), the
editor-in-chief Brussels Report, discussed the Global Minimum
Tax in a new environment: the Twitter Spaces. We reached new
audiences with an audio only format and will explore that further
with suitable topics.
Moderator: Federico N. Fernández

Date: August 24tht, 2021
Link: https://youtu.be/
qdAPQtXiqmc

China – Economic Miracle or
Economic Nightmare?
Interview with Christopher Lingle
Christopher Lingle (Universidad Francisco Marroquín) is
interviewed about China’s (fake?) economic miracle. What are the
prospects for the Asian giant?
Dr. Lingle first came into contact with the Chinese government
in the 1980ies, when he was invited to explain the advantages
of decentralized economy and the failures of centralization to
political functionaries. Ever since, he followed the development in
the country. China could attract foreigen capital because of flexible
labor laws. Globalization and opening the market promoted
economic growth. However, many companies are in debt and
when interest rates go up, we will see a lot of insolvencies.
The questions were asked by Simon Sarevski.
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Austrian Economics in the Real World
Interview with Peter Boettke
“Main line economics is a set of propositions, whereas main stream
is a sociological characterization of what’s currently fashionable
within the economics profession. I want us to be more concerned
not with fashion, but with the core propositions of what the science
of economics teaches us.” – Peter Boettke

Date: August 31st, 2021
Link: https://youtu.be/
uDITr8KXf6E

Peter Boettke (GMU) was interviewed about Austrian economics
by Simon Sarevski (AEC). He explained his distinction between
main stream and main line economics. He mentioned great
economic thinkers like Adam Smith, Ludwig von Mises, Friedrich
von Hayek. The proponents of the Austrian School developed
Smith’s ideas further. They were the founders of neoclassical
economics and articulated the idea of decision making on the
margin, choice against constraints in a world of uncertainty. They
emphasized the idea of time in which production and exchanges
takes place and they recognized the complex coordination involved
in social cooperation in the division of labor.

Past, Present, and the Future of Money
Interview with Lawrence White
This time we invited Lawrence White from the George Mason
University for an interview about money. 50 years ago, Richard
Nixon abolished the gold standard, because the federal reserve
system of the US no longer respected its obligation to redeem the
Dollar for gold. We would have enough gold today, to go back
to the gold standard, but there is no political support for it. The
high rates of monetary expansion did not lead to high inflation
so far, because people tended to hold their money. According to
Prof. White, the money injected should be withdrawn. The future
of our currencies depend on the respective central banks and
how moderate their monetary policies are. Although Bitcoin is
fascinating, it is not an alternative medium of exchange because
of its volatile purchasing power. However, we know that Bitcoin
will max out at 21 million units, so its value will not be diluted by
big issues. Bitcoin will be a medium of investment.
The questions were asked by Simon Sarevski.

Date: September 9th, 2021
Link: https://youtu.be/
Ok2rwTlwETs
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Date: February 18th, 2021

International Conferences

Location: online

Global Trade Coalition Meeting
Barbara Kolm spoke about the topic “A General Outline of the
EU Trade Agenda with a Side Note on the China Deal.” Trade
integration is at a crucial inflection point: Since the EU published
its most recent trade strategy five years ago, the nature of
globalization has been changing to which trade policy needs to
respond.

Date: May 20th, 2021
Location: https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=znDI2FGUU2s

Gender, Money and Finance
1 Vienna Economic Dialogue of the
Oesterreichische Nationalbank
st

This conference deals with selected gender-related topics in
economic policy, money and finance, such as women in keypositions, policy decision-making, gender mix in large institutions,
risk taking, and the implications drawn from gender differences.
In addition to professors and central bankers from numerous
countries, the two most powerful women in the world of finance
will also be taking part: Christine Lagarde, President of the
European Central Bank (ECB), and Kristalina Georgieva, Head of
the International Monetary Fund (IMF).
Barabara Kolm, Vice-President of the OeNB’s General Council,
said: “This conference is a milestone because it shows how
important and topical this issue is worldwide. Women still come
up against invisible “glass ceilings” when it comes to higher and
most senior positions, especially in the world of finance. President
Lagarde and Managing Director Georgieva are pioneers of a new
era”.
The first panelist, Christine Lagarde said “Women are perceived
as better leaders in times of crisis, because they inspire trust.”
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Alfred Gusenbauer, Silvia Grünberger and Gerald Gerstbauer
invited to the Summit Talks for the sixth time. In addition to exciting
discussions, keynotes by Carinthia’s Governor Peter Kaiser, the exChancellor and the former German Federal Minister Karl-Theodor
zu Guttenberg, this year’s program included a “Networking Dinner”,
a wine tasting with Toni Bodenstein from the Prager Winery and a
“Business Breakfast”.

Balkans 2021: Fostering regional
cooperation in the post-Covid era
by Greek House Davos
Barbara Kolm pointed out that the division of labor drives the
growth process and that regional markets development increases
competitiveness. She noted that embracing the UN Sustainable
Development Goals could contribute to the Balkans’ alignment with
the international standards, adding that prioritizing infrastructure
projects and PPPs, is also important for boosting growth in the
region. Digitalization will help Balkan countries to catch up with
the rest of the EU countries in terms of ICT, while investment in
the youth will act as an inhibitor factor for brain drain.

Bitcoin and the Austrian School with
Barbara Kolm & Florian Koschat
Pallas Capital
Barbara Kolm was invited to Florian Koschat’s YouTube series
“Money Talks.” In the Austrian School, the state steps back while
the individual is brought to the fore. As a result, everything starts
from the individual – i.e. bottom up. As with Bitcoin. Many
supporters of cryptocurrencies are also supporters of liberalism
and the Austrian school. The critical attitude towards the traditional
financial system also contributes to this. Whether cryptos and
Bitcoin are the perfect match with the Austrian school is (still)
unclear.

Date: May 20th, 2021
Location: Schlosshotel Velden,
Kärnten

© Andreas Tischler

ATOS Gipfelgespräche 2021 –
Wachstum, Digitalisierung und Demokratie in
Zeiten einer Pandemie

Date: June 6th, 2021
Link: https://greekhousedavos.
com/debates/balkans-2021fostering-regional-cooperationin-the-post-covid-era

Date: June 28th, 2021
Link: https://youtu.be/Q_
IUbqXdGWI
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Date: July 14th, 2021
Link: https://youtu.be/
tUenLlR4H4g

It’s A Paul World interview
by John Paul
As frequent speaker at the FreedomFest, Barbara Kolm was
interviewed by FreedomFest media partner John Paul. She
announced her appearances on two panels and that she was going
to present the situation in Austria representative for Europe. The
only European among international experts, she was going to focus
on the global outlook after the pandemic, economic consequences,
and the lack of productivity caused by numerous lockdowns.
When John Paul was fishing for compliments, Barbara Kolm said,
she was happy to be back on site. Being forced to stay home last
year, meant to miss all the networking opportunities with people
from different countries with different professional background.
Participating only via online platforms is not an adequate substitute
for being present at FreedomFest.

Date: July 21st-24th, 2021
Location: Mount Rushmore

FreedomFest
Healthy, Wealthy, and Wise
This year the FreedomFest was back in real life and took place
on Mount Rushmore. Barbara Kolm was again speaking at two
events: the first was a Round Table discussion about the most
famous Austrian economists and what we should learn from them.
Barbara Kolm of course promoted Friedrich von Hayek.
And the second event was the traditional Global Economic
Summit.
Which Four Economists Belong on Mount Rushmore? Mark
Skousen • Stephen Moore • Deirdre McCloskey • Barbara Kolm
Global Economic Summit Michelle Makori • Barbara Kolm •
Stephen Moore • Li Schoolland • Gonzalo Schwarz
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Inflation Rising as Government Raises Debt
by ‘Enormous Amount’
Interview by Joshua Philipp, Epoch TV
Barbara Kolm was interviewed by Joshua Philipp of Epoch
TV. The topics covered range from the debt levels of the US as
well as Europe, caused by heavy rescue packages, skyrocketing
unemployment levels, the failure of the central banks, digital
currencies, which governments might use to control people even
more, the tendency of imposing one-size-fits-all policies all
over Europe and the US: central planning with socialist models.
All these issues amount to a grave danger to individual and
entrepreneurial freedom. Barbara Kolm strongly advocated for
competition and the individual endeavor to become more efficient
will create growth for everyone.

International Railway Fair - PRO//Motion Expo
Technology transformation
and new ecological thinking
Barbara Kolm was invited to the International Railway Fair in
Moscow. Together with Oleg Belozerov, the General Director and
Chairman of the Board, JSC “Russian Railways” and François
Davenne, the Director General from UIC, she opened the two day
conference. In her speech, Barbara Kolm emphasized the good
cooperation between ÖBB and the Russian railway company. In
joining forces, we can provide environmental forces, trade and
long distance cargo between Asia and Europe growing significantly
throughout the pandemic. Rail offers a more resilient, sustainable
and faster alternative to other forms of transport.

Date: July 31st, 2021
Link: https://www.
theepochtimes.com/mkt_app/
inflation-rising-as-governmentraises-debt-by-enormousamount-interview-with-barbarakolm_3926530.html?v=ul

Date: August 26th- 27th, 2021
Location: VNIIZhT Test Loop,
Moscow
Link: https://online.railwayexpo.
ru/en/
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Date: September 6th - 7th, 2021
Location: Skopje, North
Macedonia

Economic Recovery and Growth beyond COVID
First Annual Conference by
the Ministry of Finance of North Macedonia
Barbara Kolm was invited to speak at the first conference organized
by the Ministry of Finance of North Macedonia. She joined the panel
“Good Governance and Social Cohesion” together with Ministers
Spasovski, Marichic, Deputy Prime Minister Nikolovski, H.E. Mr.
David Geer, Head of Delegation of the European Union, British
Ambassador to North Macedonia, H.E. Ms. Rachel Galloway.
Barbara Kolm explained the preconditions a country needs in order to
create growth. Given the current Lockdown Crises and supply chain
issues politicians have to differentiate whether all the arguments are
politically applicable and at this time a practical solution. Structural
reforms need brave politicians for unpopular but necessary measures.
The feedback after the conference was very enthusiastic: “The
impressions from today’s intervention by Barbara are fantastic. The
minister of finance, the staff of his cabinet, and a few moderators
from other panels expressed very positive feedback regarding her
discussion. They sent me messages of appreciation for the excellent
recommendation. She reinvigorated the debate and “sparked a very
passionate and lively discussion”, which”could have easily extended
to three hours, without noticing” (minister’s words).”

Date: September 17th-19th, 2021
Location: Constanta, Romania
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National Liberal Youth Summit
‘Individual responsibility and entrepreneurial freedom’
Barbara Kolm was invited to speak at the National Liberal Youth
Summit, which was attended by more than 600 young people.
The summit focused on freedom and individual responsibility.
Education, Health Care, Social Security are only some of the more
obvious fields of responsibility of a caring state. At least we think
so. Increasing welfare has led to less solidarity on the one hand.
We have simply shifted responsibility from the individual level to a
corporate level. In our understanding the welfare state is to provide
a living in dignity for all. This is why education and health care and
caring homes and many other institutions and systems were created.
But where does it end?

Pro und Contra: Deutschland hatte die Wahl –
Proteststimmen oder Richtungswechsel?
Diskussion on Puls 4

Date: September 28th, 2021
Location: Puls 4, Austrian TV
sender

In “Pro und Contra,” former top politicians Ferdinand Lacina and
Andreas Khol, as well as OeNB Vice President Barbara Kolm,
publicist Cathrin Kahlweit and cabaret artist Dirk Stermann
discuss the outcome of elections in Graz, in Upper Austria, and in
Germany.
Barbara Kolm explained the victory of the Communist party in
Graz as a local phenomenon, because the party effectively took
care of living conditions. Moving on to the German elections, she
said that Armin Laschet, candidate of the Union, did not clearly
communicate, he had no message. Important questions such as
“Where does Europe go?” were ignored during the campaign.
All participants agreed that a coalition of SPD and the Union was
unlikely. Liberals and Greens shared common topics.

CIO-Huawei Intelligent Finance Summit
by CIO and Huawai
New Service Scenarios and Business Models in a Digital World
with Everything Intelligently Connected

Date: October 14th, 2021
Location: Vienna, Austria

Looking to the future of the banking industry, Dr. Barbara Kolm,
Director of the Austrian Economics Center and Vice President of the
General Council of the Oesterreichische Nationalbank, pointed out
that “Consumers’ expectations are high, and there is a demand for
quick and more personalized financial services. As the Internet of
Things (IoT) and the trend towards real-time electronic transactions
are progressing into the banking sector, safe technologies such as
reliable identity systems will be crucial. While cash might not
fall out of use anytime, central bank digital currencies could be
introduced as a convenient parallel alternative.”
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Date: November 8th, 2021
Location: University of
Strathclyde

Glasgow Climate & Freedom Symposium
This event featured leaders from think tanks and global
representatives assembled by the British Conservation Alliance.
The discussion focused on clean free market policy, how free
economies impact the energy sector, and how all of this influences
global trade and climate change.
Barbara Kolm spoke on the panel about sustainable finance
frameworks. She suggested to let central banks do their work and
not overregulate them. In Europe many made the mistake to mix
up monetary policy and fiscal policy, especially after the financial
crisis. Another issue is that three taxonomies (from EU, ECB, and
UN) on Green Finance are contradicting each other.
During the conference, the International Declaration on Market
Environmentalism was presented to the audience. For more
information read pageSeite 23.

Date: November 11h, 2021
Location: Glasgow
Link: www.youtube.
com/channel/
UCJlvsGJAR8NsiyLzuBf_cQg
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Side event on “Unlocking Net Zero in Cities
Through Sustainable Digital
Transformation and Innovative Solutions”
at COP26
Barbara Kolm was invited to moderate a panel on advancing
action in the places we live, from communities, through to cities
and regions. Implementing digital technologies from the Fourth
Industrial revolution (4IR) in cities, such as artificial intelligence,
the Internet of Things, and digital twins, has tremendous potential in
enhancing urban sustainability and management. From increasing
productive capacity for firms to facilitating inclusive clean energy
transitions, digital innovations can support cities and communities
to accelerate climate adaptation and mitigation actions, achieve
net zero and even carbon negativity, and inform policymakers on
day-to-day and planning decisions.
The objective of this event is to: highlight the enabling role of
digital technologies and innovative solutions in driving carbon net
zero efforts in different sectors of cities; and demonstrate how the
ICT sector can achieve a sustainable digital transformation.

Global Wellness Summit 2021
A New New Era in Health & Wellness

Date: November 30th, 2021
Location: Boston, USA

The 15th-annual Global Wellness Summit will bring together a
historic number of luminaries from the medical, wellness, scientific
and tech worlds. The three-day event will explore the future of all
wellness markets – from global experts on what’s next for travel
and hospitality to activists in women’s health & sexuality to medical
leaders analyzing how wellness will become a more important force
in healthcare, public policy, and even pharmaceuticals.
Barbara Kolm was invited to give a keynote on the Paradigm
Shifts in Monetary and Fiscal Policy, Consumer Behavior and
Work Ethics and the Impact on the Wellness Sector.

2021 Global Trade and Innovation Policy Alliance
Annual Summit: Resetting the Global Trade and
Economic Agenda for the Post-Pandemic Era
Barbara Kolm moderated the panel on “The Future of the WTO
and Global Trade”.

Date: December 1st to 3rd, 2021
Location: Washington DC and
online

This year’s summit explored COVID-19 and digital transformation;
the future of the WTO and global trade; transforming global
supply chains for greater resiliency; getting intellectual property
and data policies right to support innovation; and how states and
regions can introduce effective public policies to stimulate local
innovation.
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Date: February 14th, 2021
Location: online

Webinar
by Project Arizona Talk
Federico N. Fernández, Senior Fellow at the AEC, gave a talk
for the international students of Project Arizona. Federico spoke
about his experience working for think-tanks at both sides of the
Atlantic. Project Arizona is a semester-long program for young,
outstanding leaders of global freedom change.

Date: July 30th - August 1st, 2021
Location: Hotel Karolinka,
Gogolin, Poland

Date: August 18th, 2021
Link: https://www.lionsofliberty.
com/episodes/ell242
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Miltonalia 2021
by the Warsaw Enterprise Institute
Federico N. Fernández, AEC’s Senior Fellow, gave a talk at
the Miltonalia 2021. Miltonalia, the Milton Friedman Freedom
Convention, is an annual gathering of Polish freedom activists,
commemorating the man who is one of the pillars of modern
liberalism. This year the Convention took place in Gogolin
(South Western Poland). More than 200 people attended. Federico
spoke on the regulatory challenges innovation faces and how to
overcome them.

The Cradle of Austrian Economics
Interview by Brian McWilliams
from Lions of Liberty
Our Senior Fellow Federico Fernández talked about different
aspects of the Austrian School. He started with the economic
situation of his home country Argentina, which suffers from
long years of the Kirchners’ administration. The pandemic hit
Argentina very hard, but the mismanagement of government
caused the young generation to turn to libertarianism. Moving on
to the European situation, Federico analyzed the EU’s handling
of the pandemic. He hoped that Britain will be an example of free
trade in the future. Life is still great in Europe, so people do not
see the necessity of reforms.

Economic Forum 2021
‘Europe in Search of Leadership’
by Foundation Institute for Eastern Studies

Date: September 7th - 9th, 2021
Location: Karpacz, Poland

Federico N. Fernández, Senior Fellow of the Austrian Economics
Center, participated at the 30th Economic Forum. The Forum’s
mission is to create a favorable climate for the development of
political and economic cooperation between EU member states and
their neighbors. In fulfilling its mission, the Forum is independent
and impartial. Federico took part at a panel on monetary policy coorganized by the Polish Mises Institute. The topic of the discussion
panel is the evaluation of the current monetary system of the West,
as well as, its present or potential alternatives. The event gathered
more 3,000 attendees from Poland, Europe, and the rest of the
world.
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Date: May 14th, 2021
Location: online

Presentation of the Nanny State Index 2021
by EPICENTER
with Martin Gundinger
Martin Gundinger, Senior Fellow of the AEC, talked about nannystate regulation in Austria, giving a quick overview focusing on
the new smoking ban, which led to Austria losing a few ranks in
the nanny-state index. Also, he argued that regulations undermine
responsibility and a nanny state leads to people behaving more
irresponsible. He argued that the struggle to push back against
nanny-state regulation that happened during the times of Corona
and before, is crucial.

Date: August 26th, 2021
Location: online

European Forum Alpbach 2021
Public Debt – A Burden for Future Generations
or a Necessary Boost?
Public debt and budget deficits have reached record highs due to
the pandemic and the spending to mitigate its effects. Who will
carry this burden? From one side, public debt can be seen as a
burden for future generations, but from another side, it can be a
necessary stimulus with no detrimental results in the long run.
Martin Gundinger, Senior Fellow of the AEC, participated in
the discussion. He showed how debt and government spending
lead to problems that are detrimental to economic welfare. He
showed examples of austerity being an effective escape out of
crises, stating that austerity works as long as it is understood as
a “redistribution” from the public sector to the private sector –
meaning the government going out of the way. He also argued that
policies that aim to limit public debt are not effective – stating the
Maastricht criteria as an example – and that pressure from outside
the political sphere is needed to make sure that governments are
not acting irresponsibly in this regard.
The discussion was controversial which was very welcomed by
the audience. The Q&A session was extremely lively.
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As experts were invited: Christoph Badelt (Austrian Institute of
Economic Research), Martin Gundinger (Austrian Economics
Center), Martin Kocher (Institute for Advanced Studies), Monika
Köppl-Turyna (Economic Research Institute EcoAustria) and
Markus Marterbauer (Vienna Chamber of Labor).
Martin Gundinger said that the budget presented is based on
hopes that will not be fulfilled. He justified the assumption with
the development of the GDP, which is worse than expected. His
criticism was directed at the attempt to replace missing private
spending with public spending. A political assessment cannot
properly reflect private decisions, Gundinger argued, and warned
of a massive wave of insolvencies. The equity ratio of companies
would fall, and many companies would only be kept alive by
government aid, feared the expert, for whom the gloomy WIFO
calculations represent a best-case scenario. Gundinger’s warnings
also concerned the banking sector. Negative interest rates had
caused lasting damage to banks, he said. In principle, Grundinger
advocated less regulation with steering effects.

Date: November 5th, 2021
Link: Parliament, Vienna,
Austria

© Parlamentsdirektion Thomas Jantzen

26th Session of the Budget Committee –
Expert Meeting on the Federal Financial
Framework Act 2022

Martin discussed the budget from a libertarian perspective. There
were three major arguments he made: First, he argued that the
projections regarding inflation, interest rates and growth are
probably too optimistic. That would lead to much worse budgetary
results than expected now. Second, he said that the carbon tax
linked with the climate bonus would probably fail in reducing
carbon emissions because of the differences in carbon intensity
in various income groups. He also mentioned that it is not a good
idea to have the state in charge of climate change problems, as this
is a too complex problem for the state to tackle: If the state wants
to create incentives for less carbon emissions, tax cuts for clean
energy are preferable to new taxes. Third, he argued that instead of
creating new subsidies, tax rates should be slashed. New subsidies
always mean new bureaucracy, and that leads to time waste both
on the government and private level. Martin summarized the
budget as a budget of additional burdens and paternalism which is
built on a very shaky forecast-foundation.
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Date: February 23rd, 2021
Link: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=4CEoAtNTlks

The Future of European Environmental Policy:
A conversation with Kai Weiss
by British Conservation Alliance and
UCL History Society
At the University College London, our Kai Weiss discussed what
Europe’s fight against global warming and vision in protecting
nature could look like in the future. He argued that instead of a
one-size-fits-all, mercantilist European Green Deal, it should
be the goal of European governments to reduce barriers for
environmental entrepreneurs and enterprises to make the world
greener and cleaner.

Date: 20. Mai 2021
Link: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=PrxPz5Q-oZg

European Pillar of Social Rights
by Warsaw Enterprise Institute
Our Kai Weiss was a speaker at the Warsaw Enterprise Institute’s
debate on the European Pillar of Social Rights, which tries to establish
a common, European-wide framework on social policy, including
minimum wages, labor regulations, subsidy and training programs
as well as potentially an EU universal basic income. Kai argued
that while the intentions may be well, the European Commission’s
ideas fall short on multiple accounts. They ignore the complexity
and differences within Europe, are too centralized – disregarding the
principle of subsidiarity – and in the end, are full of what Friedrich
Hayek called “weasel words.” The EU may call these policies
“social,” “fair,” or “just,” but to Kai, they are anything but.

World Bank Group –
Global Influencer Barometer Panel
Kai Weiß participated this year in the World Bank’s Global
Influencer Barometer as part of leading influencers and opinion
leaders. The group of experts shared their views on the key issues of
the day including climate, COVID-19, vaccinations, international
development, and multilateral cooperation.
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International Declaration on
Market Environmentalism
The undersigned organizations and members of civil society from
around the world,
• Affirming that climate change poses environmental and
economic risks, but that free markets and human ingenuity
provide the most powerful means to overcome such risks,
• Maintaining that nature – our precious landscapes, ecosystems,
oceans, and wildlife – is intrinsically valuable and worth
protecting,
• Considering that many of the solutions proposed by mainstream
climate leaders, activists, and policymakers often fall short,
• Renouncing counter-productive regulations, taxes, subsidies,
and central planning as means to protecting our environment,
• Arguing that Market Environmentalism, where markets,
enterprise, trade, and communities create accountability and
unleash innovation, is the best approach to fully address
climate change and resource use,
Affirm and pledge to uphold the following four principles:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Market Economy
Private Property Rights
Decentralization
Optimism and Innovation

The environmental narrative is changing. There is no more room
for political gridlock. It is time for real action and real solutions.
Market Environmentalism affirms the powerful role markets,
enterprise, trade, and local communities play in protecting our
environment and empowers them to do so. Ultimately, only a
Green Market Revolution will ensure humanity’s flourishing and
true environmental sustainability.

Download the Declaration here:
https://www.greenmarketrevolution.eco/
declaration-en
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Publications
Rating Europe

https://ratingeurope.eu/
The webpage provides information about taxation and government
spendings in seven European countries.
Austria
France
Germany

Italy
Spain

Sweden
United Kingdom

How much money does the state take and what are the revenues being
used for? Users get an overview of the budgets of these countries.
They also get information about the exact amount of their individual
dues and display their personal invoice for the services of the state. In
the chapter “Balance the Budget”, users can test the impact of their
ideas for a different use of the budget. And finally, there is a ticker that
shows users how quickly the debts of the state are increasing.

New project – 100 Questions about Corona and
economic recovery
In 2018, we asked pupils and students to send us questions about
taxes for the first time. This year, we started a new project and
shifted the focus from taxes in general to government spending and
Corona related measures. The questions and answers published so
far ranged from pricing policies, lockdowns, vaccinations, to the
role of the state. More questions will be published in the course
of the next months and they will reflect the developments of the
pandemic, changes of policies and restrictions.
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Documentary
Carl Menger
150 years ago, a man published the revolutionary book Principles
of Economics, a man who was an economist, journalist, university
professor, Ministerialsekretär at the k.k. Ministerialpräsidium, and
the teacher of crown prince Rudolf: Carl Menger.
•
•
•
•

As an economist, he laid the foundations of the Austrian School
of Economics. As journalist he founded the Wiener Tagblatt.
As university professor, he held the newly created chair of
political economy at the University of Vienna.
As secretary to the minister, he accompanied Austria’s
currency switch from Gulden to Crowns.
As teacher, he influenced crown prince Rudolf with libertarian
ideas.

The documentary will show the life and work of Carl Menger
and in order to get a multidimensional portrait, Barbara Kolm
interviewed experts on economics, history, and politics: Gabriela
von Habsburg, Stefan Zapotocky, Georg Winckler, Eva HieblingerSchütz, Robert Holzmann, Gerald Gerstbauer, Hannes Androsch.
The script for the documentary was written by Scott Nelson.
Actor Florian Sedivy gave his debut as Carl Menger.
Together with her guests, Barbara Kolm visited the locations of
Menger’s work: among them the Austrian Strock Exchange, the
University of Vienna, the Parliament, the Austrian Academy
of Sciences, and the National Library, were Rudolf’s letters to
Menger are kept.
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Austrian Economics 150 Years
after Carl Menger
It is with great pleasure that we write these lines to introduce the
papers presented at the 10th Austrian Economics Conference. Ideal
for policymakers, businesspeople, scholars, and students alike,
Austrian Economics 150 Years after Carl Menger demonstrates
the importance of the Austrian School in our times.

Get your copy here:
https://www.hayek-institut.at/buecher
Austrian Economics 150 Years after Carl Menger brings together
essays by distinguished scholars from around the world to
commemorate the 150th anniversary of the publication of Austrian
School founder Carl Menger’s Principles of Economics. Based
on the 10th International Conference of The Austrian School of
Economics in the 21st Century”, held on 4th - 5th November 2021
in Vienna, Austria, this volume includes the latest research on
Austrian Economics, highlighting especially the scholarship
produced in Continental Europe and Latin America, complemented
by chapters addressing the most pressing issues of our time, from
monetary policy in the European Union, to populism and, to the
ongoing COVID-19 crisis. New light is also shed on matters of
perennial importance, such as the calculation debate, inflation,
debt, and the classical liberal tradition.
This volume is invaluable for academics, policymakers, and
businesspeople who wish to familiarize themselves with the most
up-to-date research currently conducted by leading experts in the
Austrian School of Economics.
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Tax Freedom Day Austria: August 8th, 2021
Tax Freedom Day 2021: Until 8.8.
we solely work for the state
Press release in Translation:
JW Holzinger now calls for rapid relief and a generation-friendly
budget so that young companies can invest and create jobs.
Klagenfurt (OTS) – From January 1st to August 8th the people in
Austria work exclusively to pay all taxes and duties. Only from
this time on may individuals dispose of their own income. This
load of tax and tariff restrains and hinders a lasting upswing. For
this reason, Junge Wirtschaft is now calling for rapid relief and
a budget that relieves the next generation by reducing corporate
tax, income tax and non-wage labor costs, and by introducing a
participation allowance.
“The Tax Freedom Day on the 220th day of the year is an alarm
signal that shows how enormously high our tax and tariff
burden is. Nevertheless, surveys show that young entrepreneurs
are top motivated and in good spirits to leave behind the crisis
economically. They want to invest again and create jobs. To do
so, however, they need room for maneuver and flexibility through
noticeable relief on taxes and duties, but also the participation
allowance. It is now time to set the course for the future”, demands
Christiane Holzinger, Federal Chairwoman of Junge Wirtschaft.
Calculation of the Austrian Economics Center
In 2021, Tax Freedom Day will take place on August 8th. This is
shown by the preliminary calculations now available from the
Austrian Economics Center. “Tax Freedom Day marks the first
day of the year on which an average Austrian taxpayer has earned
enough money to pay annual taxes and duties. From this day on,
the income goes back into one’s pocket”, explains Barbara Kolm,
Director of the Austrian Economics Center, and continues: “The
earlier the TFD is, the greater the scope for entrepreneurs to secure
and further create jobs. A relief of earned income is an essential
factor for the working and business location”.
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For Junge Wirtschaft, Tax Freedom Day clearly shows which
adjustments need to be done in order to create the necessary room
for maneuver so that companies can invest in innovations, climate
protection, and jobs.
Set the course for a genuine eco-social tax reform with sustainable
relief and positive incentives for the future. A key measure to ease
the burden is to reduce corporate income tax to 21% or less.
This pays off: In 2004/2005, Austria reduced the corporate income
tax from 34% to 25%. Despite the lower rate, revenues in 2007 were
already higher than in 2005. A reduction in corporate tax leads to
more growth and employment and is therefore the right way to go.
Especially for young companies that want to grow, it is important
that there is more net income. For this reason, Junge Wirtschaft is
calling for a reduction of income tax in order to ease the burden. In
addition, non-wage labor costs must be lowered without reducing
benefits. There is also great potential in reducing bureaucracy.
Motivating deductions for ecological investments
We should consider a new investment-friendly incentive system
for ecological investments that is as unbureaucratic as possible.
For example: a tax deduction for investments to improve energy
efficiency and reduce energy consumption in buildings.
Budget focus on intergenerational justice
Austria needs an intergenerationally just framework for investment
policy that supports young and future entrepreneurs – and does not
hinder them. Budget restructuring in the wake of the COVID-19
crisis must not take place at the expense of the economy and, in
particular, young businesses.
Relief for a sustainable upswing
It is a great challenge to bring Austria back to the top. Policymakers
must not waste the economic potential offered by the optimism of
entrepreneurs.ChristianeHolzingerputsitinanutshell:“Fromthe point
of view of the young companies, relief is the right way to open up scope
for investment – for example in growth and climate protection. Young
companies also need tangible relief to strengthen their equity base.
Young companies need noticeable relief. We must not put it off until
later. Now is the time to act! Then we will also manage to have Tax
Freedom Day in the first half of the year in the future.”
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TAX FREEDOM DAY

„Wäre im ersten Halbjahr gut“
Junge Wirtschaft Kärnten fordert Senkung der Abgaben.
Ab Sonntag arbeiten die Österreicherinnen und Österreicher
nicht mehr für den Staat, sondern für die eigene Tasche. Der
sogenannte „Tax Freedom
Day“, der für das Jahr 2021 für
den 8. August berechnet wurde,
soll veranschaulichen, wie viel
Abgaben und Steuern der
Durchschnittsösterreicher an
den Staat leistet. Im Vergleich
zum Vorjahr ist der „Tax Freedom Day“ mit einer Verschie-

bung um einen Tag nach hinten
in etwa gleichgeblieben. Ein
Anliegen der Jungen Wirtschaft
wäre es jedoch, dass der Tag
künftig ins erste Halbjahr fällt,
sagt Christiane Holzinger, Bundesvorsitzende der Jungen
Wirtschaft. Das wäre auch eine
Motivation für die Unternehmer. Es fehle dazu in der Regierung aber an einer „Gesamtstrategie“, vor allem auch in Hinblick auf den Klimaschutz und

die ökosoziale
Christiane
Steuerreform.
Ihr Appell an Holzinger
KK/JUNGE WIRTSCHAFT
die Regierung:
Die Senkung
der Körperschaftssteuer auf 21
Prozent bzw. die Senkung der
Lohnnebenkosten. Kritik an der
Ausgabenpolitik des Staates übt
indes Martin Gundinger vom
Hayek-Institut: „Abgaben müssen sinnvoller verwendet werden.“
Elena Marko
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Date: November 16th, 2020
Link:
https://cdn.who.int/media/docs/
default-source/alcohol/alcoholaction-plan/volume-i-receivedsubmission-to-the-workingdocument.pdf?sfvrsn=6529388c_13

Cooperations

Developing a Global action plan to reduce the
harmful use of alcohol
In November 2020, the World Health Organization called for
consultations about Developing a Global action plan to reduce
the harmful use of alcohol. In order to develop this action plan
the WHO included Member States, UN organizations and other
international organizations, and non-State actors to contribute.
Kai Weiss and Weimin Chen from the Austrian Economics Center
submitted an article which was included in the Consultation paper.
***
Austrian Economics Center
Country/Location: Austria
URL: https://www.austriancenter.com

Submission
The World Health Organization (WHO) recently published the
Working document for development of an action plan to strengthen
implementation of the Global Strategy to Reduce the Harmful Use
of Alcohol which details the WHO global action plan to reposition
its goals toward alcohol within the framework of the 2030 Agenda
for Sustainable Development. In the working paper, the agency
lays out recommendations for taxation on alcohol at all possible
levels of governance as well as bans on the advertisement of
alcohol in realizing those goals.
Compared to the 2010 version of the Global Strategy, this
version sets a puzzling new direction that de-emphasizes the
public health perspective of the harmful effects of alcohol and
rather focuses instead on the commercial side, targeting the sale
and distribution, availability and access, and marketing aspects.
Along with illogical lines of reasoning and the glaring overstep of
authority that would occur if the WHO were to implement it, the
plan has the potential to cause additional harm and bring about
unintended consequences if it pursues this ill-conceived direction.
The taxation of alcohol is first in the line of unintended
consequences. Most directly, such a tax would affect the whole
supply chain with increases in prices paid by consumers, whether
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they drink responsibly or not, and strike revenues of brewers and
distillers of alcoholic beverages, bars, restaurants, and shops
that carry the beverages, and advertising agencies that promote
them. Aside from the dubious claims of taxation for the sake
of revenues toward remedying the harmful effects of alcohol,
this type of policy is inherently prohibitive in its scope. As seen
during the time of Prohibition in the United States, the black
market and involvement of violent criminal organizations caused
enormous harm across American society. In more recent times,
the criminalization of cannabis gave rise to legal alternatives in
the form of a synthetic version that turned out to have a range
of adverse effects. And similar efforts when it comes to tobacco
has equally incentivized more dubious actors while penalizing
responsible businesses.
The 2020 working paper makes less of a mention of illicit and
informal alcohol in the world than the 2010 version despite its
implications. If the goal is to reduce the harmful effects of alcohol,
then minimizing the role of harmful consumption would be ideal,
e.g., through a great focus on better health care and stricter drunkdriving laws. Unfortunately, the policies recommended in the
working paper would likely have the opposite effect as suggested
by historical example where illegal or informal alternatives
are sought in the wake of interventionist policies that throttle
availability.
At the heart of the matter, the 2020 Global Strategy problematizes
the consumption of alcohol as a whole rather than the harm that
can potentially come about due to alcohol consumption. The
wrongdoing of a drunk driver does not imply the necessity to
punish all those who responsibly consume alcohol. This working
paper’s recommendations essentially aim to cut down the general
consumption of alcohol in an effort to cut down on the many real
deleterious effects that alcohol can cause rather than drawing up
ways to address those problems.
Philosophically, the issue encompasses the extent of the role of
governance bodies such as state governments and intergovernmental
organizations in determining the merits of the various things that
people can ingest. In his 1927 book Liberalism: The Classical
Tradition, Ludwig von Mises takes the argument to its logical
conclusions, stating, “Why should not what is valid for these poisons
be valid also for nicotine, caffeine, and the like? Why should not the
state generally prescribe which foods may be indulged in and which
must be avoided because they are injurious?”
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While the proponents of a global alcohol tax for the purpose
of curbing the harmful effects of alcohol consumption may
seriously take such questions into account, they highlight obvious
avenues toward infringement on the freedom and responsibility
of individual persons in choosing what to consume. Indeed, such
paternalistic efforts deny individuals of their personal capability to
make their own decisions and be responsible citizens.
As opponents of government’s role in lifestyle matters have
often argued in the past, this working paper also shows how no
area of consumption and lifestyle is save from regulatory attempts.
First it was tobacco – which restrictions and prohibitions the
WHO’s new effort on alcohol seem modelled after – then sugar,
and now alcohol. The question that naturally arises is what were to
come next, as this ripple effect could slowly encompass all types
of decisions that should more generally be the consumer’s choice
to make.
In short, the WHO may release a working paper for what it
deems proper for the future of alcohol consumption in the world,
but it would be hard-pressed to justify such an authority to
enforce it.

Date: September 8th, 15th, 22nd,
and 29th, 2021
Link:
https://www.facebook.
com/AEEA.PERU
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II Seminario Latinoamericano
“La Escuela Austriaca de Economía”
The Association for Economic Education in the Andes, Fundación
International Bases and the Friedrich Naumann Foundation
organized once again the Latinamerican Semiar on the Austrian
School. Marco Antonio Plaza Vidaurre from Peru talked about the
Analysis of Business Cycle Theories and Empirical Evidence on
the Peruvian Economy in Recent Decades. Leonidas Zelmanovitz
from Brazil held the second lecture on the topic of money and
monetary policy. César Pailacura from Argentina analyzed the
Gross Output (GO), a Breakthrough from Austrian Economics.
The fourth speaker, Adrián Ravier from Argentina as well, talked
about The Macroeconomics of Capital. The Counterrevolution of
the Austrian School.

Series Digital Transformation for
Cities and Communities
Episode #5: Smart sustainable cities maturity
model and impact assessment

Date: September 24th, 2021
Link:
com/

https://www.facebook.

This webinar is part of a webinar series by the International
Telecommunication Union (ITU). Episode 5 is jointly organized
by ITU and the Austrian Economics Center.
As more cities are embarking on the journey to become a smart
sustainable city, there is an increasing need to benchmark progress
and assess the impacts of cities’ smart strategy. This webinar
will provide an overview on how to use international standards
to determine the maturity level of a smart city/community. The
webinar will be particularly useful to city planners or related
stakeholders who are looking to improve their smart strategy
and pursuing smart sustainable city objectives in line with the
Sustainable Development Goals.

6th meeting of the United for Smart Sustainable
Cities Initiative (U4SSC)

Date: December 7th, 2021
Location: online

Due to COVID-19 the 6th meeting of the U4SSC had to take place
online. People from all over the world participated and contributed
to the papers and initiatives presented.
Barbara Kolm praised the U4SCC program for helping cities to
become smarter, to recognize what is needed from the market, to
find solutions to the challenges their communities face. In oder
to make cooperation easier, the decision makers involved need
understandable terminology, which are defined by the working
groups.
Barbara announced the creation of the Austrian Country Hub that
will focus on digital transformation, which is a hot topic discussed
at other conferences as well. The country hub will connect the
international community with scientists, policy makers and
entrepreneurs and enable them to implement the digitalization and
other solutions suggested by U4SCC.
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Date: monthly
Location: https://youtu.be/
jNC9nopppSc

Austrian Economics Monthly
The successful transition of the Free Market Road Show 2020
resulted in the ongoing project of a monthly webinar together with
Competere. The goal of this online series is to provide an Austrian
perspective on current hot topics. The moderators are Giacomo
Bandini and Pietro Paganini.

Announcement of the next panel on
https://www.austriancenter.com/
austrian-economics-monthly
War against Fat, Salt, and Sugar
The first Austrian Economics Monthly webinar of 2021 dealt
with the discussion about the amount of fat, sugar, and salt in our
food. Chris Snowdon, Natalia González, Antonio O’Mullony, and
Andrea Poli analyzed the different approaches to protect or to
patronize customers.

The ECB’s Cryptophilia and the EU’s Cashphobia
Hans-Olaf Henkel, Thorsten Polleit, and AEC Senior Fellow
Martin Gundinger discussed current monetary policies of the ECB
and the EU. They covered topics like digital money vs crypto
currencies, the importance of cash, the role of the Euro, fiat money,
and alternatives.

Stocks: GameStop and Game Over?
Peter Jungen and Gerald Hörhan evaluated the sudden and
unexpected rise of the GameStop shares at the beginning of the
year. The short squeeze caused major financial consequences: huge
losses as well as gains. And accusations of market manipulation
were heard quickly. Giacomo Bandini hosted the episode.
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Various Approaches to Vaccination –
The Miracle of Vaccines
Pietro Paganini hosted a discussion round about the COVID
vaccines. Bartbara Kolm, Keith Miles, and Philip Stevens
brought in the different perspectives: healthcare, economics, and
management dimensions.

The World after COVID-19
This Austrian Economics Monthly episode cooperated with the
European Resource Bank Meeting, which was planed to be held
in Rome together with Competere. Thanks to Corona, we could
only discuss online. In his keynote, Yaron Brook warned of
the consequences of a Great Reset. Then, John Charalambakis,
Nikola Ilić, and Susanne Ydstedt tried to picture a world after the
pandemic. The questions were asked by Pietro Paganini.

Regulations – Experiences in Banking
This Austrian Economics Monthly episode was held in
cooperation with the Free Market Road Show. Barbara Kolm and
Giacomo Bandini hosted the show. Gordon Kerr gave a keynote
and afterwards Luca Bellardini and Valerio Lemma analyzed the
current regulations in the banking sector.

The New Normal: The Commodities
Sector After The Covid-19 Crisis
Carlo Risopatron and Salvatore Pinizzotto discussed the situation
of the commodities sector in the pandemic. COVID caused a
drop in demand from the business sector, the lockdowns affected
mines and extraction activities. This episode was again hosted by
Giacomo Bandini.

Austrian Economics in the countries
of Ex-Yugoslavia
In this broadcast three experts from different fields discussed
Austrian Economics in the countries that once formed Yugoslavia,
Stephen Bartulica, Admir Čavalić, and Simon Sarevski were
hosted by Federico N. Fernández.
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Date: November 4th and 5th, 2021
Location:
Austrian Central Bank

10th Austrian Economics Conference
The conference was organized in collaboration with the Fundación
Bases and the Hayek Institut and received more than 150
academics, researchers, think-tankers, entrepreneurs, and student
advocates of the ideas of freedom from all over the world.
#RestartVienna became a great motivation for the promoters of
the ideas of the Austrian School to join forces to meet in the place
where it all began. The Austrian Economics Conference 2021
was very special as we celebrated the 150th anniversary of the
publication of the Principles of Economics by our founder Carl
Menger and the 100th anniversary of his death.
After the welcoming remarks by Federico Fernandez, Ingo Friedrich
and Barbara Kolm and the Opening Speech by Dr. Robert Holzmann
on “The natural interest rate – or: why policy rates are that low”, the
brilliant presentations of our speakers from Europe and America on the
main topics of discussion of the Austrian School. But also, discussions
on Austrian philosophy, epistemology, and methodology took place.
The presentations recovered the tradition started by Carl Menger and
the contributions of his followers and their contributions to current
problems were revalued. Attendees had the opportunity to debate with
the speakers after the presentations that continued during the breaks.
The Institut Misesa Poland team organized a panel about Menger’s
life and achievements. Jeffrey Booth held a keynote speech on our
rapidly increasing understanding of economics. Everybody was
engulfed by his vision of today and the future.
The day continued with presentations on the Methodenstreit and
the ever important history vs. theory debate, Menger’s influence
on the Mendoza Psychological School of Economics, capital
theory, and philosophy, free markets, and religion.
At the same time, presentations by scholars from Austria, Brazil,
Spain, and Croatia took place at Veranstaltungssaal of the Austrian
Central Bank. Many focused on post-COVID policies in the
EU, entrepreneurship, and productive organization, monetary
problems after the pandemic, the rising inflation, the chipping
away of fundamental freedoms due to COVID.
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The climax of the first day was the Hayek Lifetime Achievement
Award 2021 presented to Prof. Dr. Veselin Vukotic, the Rector and
Founder of University of Donja Gorica – UDG. The laudatio was
held by Hannes Gissurarson from the University of Iceland and the
certificate was presented by Barbara Kolm and Robert Holzmann,
the Governor of the Austrian Central Bank.
On day 2 of the conference, another panel was dedicated to the
Green Markets, Capitalism and Environmentalism. Birgit Niessner,
Director of Economic Analysis and Research Department at the
OeNB moderated. Christopher Barnard, Danielle Butcher, and Rod
Richardson gave their free market vision of how to accomplish
that goal, and promoted the International Declaration on Market
Environmentalism.
After lunch Agnieszka Płonka gave the 3rd Juan Carlos Cachanosky
Memorial Lecture, a tradition started in 2019 at the 8th Austrian
Economics Conference in honor of the great contributor to this
conference. Agnieszka Płonka went into a deep dive into the history
of dialectics. In little more than two millennia the word changed
“from a method of argumentation to a method of manipulation.”
The third panel of the conference was organized by the Mises
Institute (United States), starring Kristoffer Mousten Hansen,
Karl-Friedrich Israel, Marton Kónya, Andreas Kramer, and Olga
Peniaz. They discussed Carl Menger and his past and present
influence.
A special event has taken place at Veranstaltungssaal. A live session
of the “Lions of Liberty” Podcast hosted by Brian McWilliams
(United States) was recorded. Together with the guests of the
Podcast, Agentomasz, and Spanish Libertarians, they discussed
the spread of the ideas of freedom in the episode “Creating a
Breakthrough Culture for Liberty in Gen Z”.
The grand finale of the 10th Austrian Economics Conference was
Hannes H. Gissurarson with his keynote lecture on Carl Menger’s
political significance. After all, Carl Menger was not just an
economist. Professor Gissurarson made the connection between
Menger and other classical liberals.
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Date: November 4th, 2021
Location:
Riesenrad, Vienna, Austria

Hayek Lifetime Achievement Award 2021
in Cooperation with the Hayek Institut
A Toast to Freedom: The Hayek Lifetime Achievement Award 2021 goes to Veselin Vukotić
This year the Hayek Lifetime Achievement Award goes to Veselin
Vukotić, “for his tireless efforts and being a pioneer in promoting
Austrian Economics during transition, his advancement of economic
understanding and for raising the general level of economic
education in Montenegro, the Balkans, and abroad.” The Award has
attained much prestige over the years. Previous awardees include
Niall Ferguson, Deirdre McCloskey, Arthur B. Laffer, Mario Vargas
Llosa, Peter Thiel, Richard J. Stephenson, Gloria Alvarez, Richard
Rahn, Leonard Liggio, and Dambisa Moyo.
Vukotić, who is a scholar, public intellectual, and entrepreneur,
was appropriately honored by individuals that have also made their
mark in both academia and public life. The Laudatio was given
by Hannes Gissurarson, a renowned economist from Iceland, who
outlined Vukotić’s happy conversion to the Austrian School of
Economics and his deft application of the School’s principles to
Montenegro. Austrian National Bank Governor Robert Holzmann
also spoke in honor of Vukotić.
Vukotić endeavored to combine his entrepreneurial acumen
with his undying devotion to education by co-founding a private
university, the University of Donja Gorica (UDG). It was built
on the principles of the Austrian School and it has been effective
at teaching them. Its success is astounding – it boasts fully onequarter of the student population of Montenegro. Professors from
all over teach there, including AEC’s own Director Barbara Kolm.
The Conference and Gala in Vukotić’s honour were supported
by Ingo Friedrich of the Europäischer Wirtschaftssenat (EWS),
without which none of this would have been possible, Philipp BaarBaarenfels (AXA IM), Christoph Traunig (St. Stephen Capital),
Stefan Zapotocky (RPR Group), Adam Lessing (LGT Bank), Franz
Portisch (Sparkassenverband), Christian Egger (7M), Michael Jäger
von der Taxpayers Association of Europe (TAE) und Prinz Michael
von Liechtenstein von Geopolitical Intelligence Services (GIS).
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Martina Scheiber (v. l.), Stefan Kirchebner, Charlotte Sengthaler, Renate Danler, Julian Hadschieff, Barbara Kolm, Peter Kunz und Lydia Ninz, rechts ein Wandertag.

Fotos (3): Club Tirol

„Erste Anlaufstelle in Wien, der
zweitgrößten Stadt Tirols“
Zehntausende Tirolerinnen und Tiroler leben in Wien. Der Club Tirol hat regen Zulauf.
Von Alois Vahrner
Wien, Innsbruck – Wie
viele Tirolerinnen und Tiroler momentan aus privaten oder beruflichen
Gründen in Wien leben
oder ein Studium absolvieren, lasse sich nur grob
abschätzen. „Es dürften
aber zwischen 30.000 und
40.000 sein, daher sehen
wir Wien nach Innsbruck
auch quasi als zweitgrößte Stadt Tirols“, sagen
Club-Tirol-Präsident Julian Hadschieff und Vizepräsidentin Renate Danler.
Damit sich Tirolerinnen
und Tiroler in der Bundeshauptstadt besser treffen
und vernetzen können
(viele Landsleute sitzen
in Führungspositionen),
wurde der Club Tirol vor
13 Jahren als Businessclub gegründet – damals
mit gerade einmal zwölf
Mitgliedern. Heute hat
der Club Tirol bereits 550
Mitglieder, Tendenz weiter steigend. „Wir wollen
die erste Adresse für Tirolerinnen und Tiroler sowie für Freunde Tirols in
Wien sein“, so Hadschieff
und Danler. Man wolle

ein junger, dynamischer
und offener Businessclub
bleiben, der Leute zusammenbringt und auch fördert.
Im Vorstand des Clubs
sitzen neben Hadschieff
und Danler weiters Stefan Kirchebner, Barbara
Kolm, Peter Kunz, Herbert
Rieser, Martina Scheiber
und Charlotte Sengthaler.
Um den Club Tirol verstärkt auch für Junge attraktiver zu machen, wurden die Young Leaders
ins Leben gerufen – mit
einer Arbeitsgruppe, eigenen Programmpunkten
und einem halbjährlich
wechselnden Vertreter im
Club-Vorstand (derzeit

Bastian Sieberer).
Herzstück der umfassenden Club-Akivitäten
(seit der Gründung mehr
als 200 Veranstaltungen
mit über 10.000 Teilnehmern) sei das monatliche
Zusammentreffen jeden
ersten Montag im Monat, bei dem man jeweils
mit Vortragenden über
spannende Themen rede,
sagt Hadschieff. Es gebe
einen Neujahrsempfang,
ein Sommerfest im von
einem Tiroler geführten
Schönbrunnerbad, eine
Wanderung und eine Adventfeier.
Ins Leben gerufen wurden aber auch spezielle
Neigungstreffen etwa fürs

Samba-Stimmung beim Tiroler Sommerfest im Schönbrunnerbad.
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Rennradfahren, Mountainbiken, Wandern sowie Kunst- und Kulturaktivitäten. Und auch einen
eigenen Watter-Stammtisch gibt es. Laut einer
beim Management Center Innsbruck (MCI) in
Auftrag gegebenen Mitgliederbefragung sei die
Zufriedenheit mit dem
Club sehr hoch. Während
der Corona-Lockdowns
mussten etliche ClubTreffen virtuell abgehalten werden.
Ein besonderer Höhepunkt sei im Beisein des
Landeshauptmanns die
alljährliche Kür der Tirolerin und des Tirolers des
Jahres in einer tollen Wiener Location. „Wir sind
stolz und dankbar, das jedes Jahr machen zu dürfen“, betont Hadschieff.
Ausgezeichnet wurden
bisher u. a. Felix Mitterer,
Tobias Moretti, Kristina
Sprenger, Alice Tumler,
Mirjam Weichselbraun,
René Benko, Hans Peter
Haselsteiner, Peter Zoller
oder Eva Schlegel.
Im Club diskutiere
man über verschiedenste Themen, gerade auch
über Tirol, sagen Had-

schieff, Danler und Sieberer. „Was wir aber auf
jeden Fall sind und auch
bleiben werden, das ist
überparteilich, divers,
unabhängig und selbstfinanziert.“ Die Meinungen
seien bei verschiedenen
Themen sehr bunt, daher
werde man als Club dabei
bleiben, etwa dem Land
Tirol auch weiterhin von
außen keine Ratschläge
zu geben, was es denn bei
verschiedenen Themen
zu tun habe.
Dass Tirol seit Ausbruch
der Corona-Pandemie
wegen des Verhaltens
etwa bei der Causa Ischgl
oder heuer nach den Südafrika-Mutationsfällen
im Bezirk Schwaz viel internationale und nationale Kritik abbekommen
hat, das habe man gerade auch in Wien gemerkt.
„Viele hier in Wien mögen
Tirol und sahen auch ein
Tirol-Bashing, manches
wie diverse Statements
haben aber auch Unverständnis ausgelöst.“ Als
Tirolerin oder Tiroler habe man da seit dem Vorjahr einigen Erklärungsbedarf gehabt, räumt die
Club-Tirol-Spitze ein.
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Bargeld muss bleiben!

Ideen, Bargeld abzuschaffen, kommen seit vielen Jahren immer wieder auf und
werden auf der internationalen Bühne heiß diskutiert.
So hat der Internationale
Währungsfonds beispielsweise schon vorgeschlagen,
den Bargeldgebrauch in Zukunft stark einzuschränken
und auf elektronisches Geld
zu setzen (vielleicht auch,
um negative Zinsen leichter
einführen zu können). Die
EU denkt derweil – zur Bekämpfung von Geldwäsche
– über eine Obergrenze von
10.000 Euro für Bargeldzahlungen nach.
Gerade letztere Bemühung hat hierzulande viele
Bürger erzürnt. Man fürchtet, dass früher oder später
das Bargeld vollständig abgeschafft werden würde.
Aus diesem Grund wurde
auch das Volksbegehren
„Für uneingeschränkte Bargeldzahlung“ gestartet und
hat Berichten zufolge bereits mehr als 70.000 Unterstützer gefunden. Die Initiatoren fordern darin eine Verankerung des Bargelds in
unserer Bundesverfassung:
„Nur eine Verankerung des
Bargelds in der Bundesverfassung gewährt die Freiheit
und die Verfügbarkeit privaten Vermögens und ist als
Grundrecht abzusichern.“
Die Initiatoren des Volksbegehren haben recht, wenn
sie schreiben, dass Bargeld
in „vollem Umfang als Zahlungsmittel und Vermögensform zu schützen“ ist,
und auch die Zentralbanken
Europas unterstützen keine
Vorschläge weiter zur Bargeldabschaffung.
Bargeld ist immerhin –
ganz abgesehen davon, dass
es in der österreichischen
Bevölkerung eine enorme
Beliebtheit genießt – ein ungemein wichtiger Faktor für
das Vertrauen der Bürger in
die Politik und muss auch in
Zukunft ein zentraler Bestandteil unseres Geldsystems bleiben.

ŷ Dr. Barbara Kolm ist Vizepräsidentin der Oesterreichischen
Nationalbank und Präsidentin
des F. A. v. Hayek Instituts. Sie
hat uns ihre Meinung zur Diskussion über die Abschaffung des Bargeldes als Leserbrief übermittelt. ý
Es gibt viele Vorteile, die
mit Bargeld einhergehen. Jeder kann es beispielsweise
verwenden. Es ist nichts verkehrt daran, wenn man im
Supermarkt in Wien mit
Kreditkarte oder Handy zahlen kann. Doch ebenso muss
es das Vorrecht von Geschäften und Kunden sein zu
entscheiden, lieber mit Bargeld Transaktionen vorzunehmen. Jeder kann Bargeld
benutzen und damit umgehen, und weder ist dafür Zugang zu elektronischen Systemen noch überhaupt der
Kontakt mit einer Bank
zwingend notwendig.
Bargeld kann zudem immer und in allen Situationen
verwendet werden. Für Bargeldtransaktionen werden
keine technischen oder
elektronischen Vorausset-

zungen benötigt, nicht einmal Energie.
Zudem ist Bargeld anonym, es erschwert Bestrebungen, den Konsumenten
zum gläsernen Bürger zu
machen. Sofern das gesamte Geldwesen digital
werden würde, könnte theoretisch alles von Unternehmen, Banken, Regierungen, Diensten oder gar Kriminellen überwacht werden. Doch selbst wenn solch
extreme Maßnahmen nie
getroffen werden würden,
ist die Privatsphäre für viele
Menschen verständlicherweise trotzdem wichtig –
und Grund genug, weiter
auf Bargeld zu setzen.
Doch am wichtigsten ist,
die
Entscheidungsfreiheit
der Bürger, wie, wo und mit
welchem Zahlungsmittel sie
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am liebsten einkaufen wollen, zu respektieren. Selbst
dann, wenn man mehr als
10.000 Euro weitergibt,
sollte der Staat lediglich den
Rahmen für die Interaktionen in einer Wirtschaft setzen, aber nicht den Menschen vorschreiben, wie sie
ihr Vermögen anzulegen
oder ihre Geschäfte und Erwerbe durchzuführen haben.
Bargeld ist der Standard
bei Transaktionen. Und solange der Markt dies nicht
von sich selbst aus ändert,
sollte die Politik nicht
daran rühren. So ist die
Wahrung des Bargeldes für
die Freiheit der Bürger nur
zu unterstützen.
Dr. Barbara Kolm,
Präsidentin F. A. v. Hayek Institut,
Wien
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Selected Articles by Federico Fernández
Mythical Self-Sufficiency in Reality: 4liberty.eu Review No. 15
Now Available Online
Medium: 4liberty.eu
Un plan de gobierno para transformar Argentina
Medium: Centro de Estudios Económicos Argentina XXI
Innovación, el verdadero eje transformador de cualquier compañía
Medium: iProfesional
Govtech: hacia un Estado moderno y eficiente
Medium: El Economista
God, Bitcoin, and Asymmetric Bets
Medium: Svensk Tidskrift
Hagan sus apuestas: ¿Qué se gana y qué se pierde al creer en Dios
y en Bitcoin?
Medium: Visión Liberal
¿Cómo se relacionan Dios y el Bitcóin?
Medium: Panam Post
SAS: la política y esa antigua costumbre de impedir
Medium: Infobae

Selected articles by Simon Sarevski
3 Post-War Innovations That Liberated Women
Medium: FEE Stories

Selected Articles by Kai Weiß
The EU’s perilous social justice bill
Medium: Mace Magazine

https://macemagazine.com/the-euspillar-of-social-rights-is-back-andworse-than-ever/

The global tax agreement is ‘historic’ - but for all the wrong reasons
Medium: CapX

https://capx.co/the-global-taxagreement-is-historic-but-for-allthe-wrong-reasons/

The next generations will pay for the Next Generation EU Fund
Medium: Brussels Report

h t t p s : / / w w w. b r u s s e l s r e p o r t .
eu/2021/04/29/the-next-generationswill-pay-for-the-next-generation-eufund/

Lessons from the Christian Democrats
Medium: Law & Liberty
Was Jesus a socialist?
Medium: Public Discourse
Pathologies of the West
Medium: The European Conservative

https://lawliberty.org/lessons-fromthe-christian-democrats/

https://www.thepublicdiscourse.
com/2021/03/74306/

https://europeanconservative.com/
issue/no-18-winter-2020-21-edition/

The Return to “Green” Conservatism
Medium: Intercollegiate Studies Institute

https://isi.org/intercollegiate-review/
green-conservatism/

As COVID-19 Panic Subsides, It’s Time for a U-Turn on the Road
to Serfdom
Medium: FEE

https://www.fee.org/articles/ascovid-19-panic-subsides-it-s-timefor-a-u-turn-on-the-road-to-serfdom/

What “Climate Justice” Really Means
Medium: Mises Institute
A Digital Tax Is Still a Bad Idea
Medium: Freedom Today Network

https://mises.org/wire/what-climatejustice-really-means
https://ftn.media/digital-tax-stillbad-idea
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